We investigate proving termination of term rewriting systems by a compositional interpretation of terms in a total well-founded order. This kind of termination is called total termination. Equivalently total termination can be characterized by the existence of an order on ground terms which is total, wellfounded and closed under contexts. For finite signatures, total termination implies simple termination. The converse does not hold. However, total termination generalizes most of the usual techniques for proving termination (including the well-known recursive path order). It turns out that for this kind of termination the only interesting orders below s o are built from the natural numbers by lexicographic product and the multiset construction. By examples we show that both constructions are essential. Most of the techniques used are based on ordinal arithmetic.
Introduction
One of the main problems in the theory of term rewriting systems (TRS's) is the detection of termination: for a fixed system of rewrite rules, detect whether there exist infinite rewrite chains or not. In general this problem is undecidable [9] . However, there are several methods for deciding termination that are successful for many special cases. Roughly speaking these methods can be divided into two main types: syntactical methods and semantical methods. In a syntactical method terms are ordered by a careful analysis of the term structure. A well-known representative of this type is the recursive path order [2] . All these orders are simplification orders, i.e., a term is always greater than its proper subterms. An overview and comparison of simplification orders is given in [19] .
Here we focus on a semantical method: terms are interpreted compositionally in some well-founded ordered set. This is done in such a way that each rewrite chain will map to a descending chain, and hence will terminate. The general framework has been introduced in [20, 21] . One problem is how to choose a suitable welt-founded ordered set. The variation among well-founded ordered sets is so unwieldy that some restriction is reasonable. A natural one is the restriction to total orders: then the ordered sets correspond to ordinal numbers, having a very elegant structure that has been studied extensively in the past. This kind of termination of term rewriting systems is called total termination.
For finite signatures, total termination turns out to be a slightly stronger restriction than simple termination in the sense that every totally terminating TRS is also simply terminating but not vice-versa.
However, most of the general techniques of proving termination like polynomial interpretations [14, 1] , elementary interpretations [15] , recursive path order (RPO) with status and Knuth-Bendix order (KBO) with status, all fit in the notion of total termination.
In this paper we investigate several aspects of total termination, in particular which totally ordered sets are useful. One of the main conclusions is that apart from some minor exceptions only ordinals of the shape co s are of interest. The basic observation leading to this result is the following. The existence of a binary operation in a total well-founded order that is strictly monotonic in both coordinates implies that the order type is co ~. Stated without ordinals this means that the order is isomorphic to the finite multisets over another order. Below the ordinal eo this implies that all totally ordered sets of interest can be constructed from the natural numbers in finitely many steps using only the constructions of lexicographic product and finite multisets. We show that these constructions are essential by presenting examples of TRS's for which a termination proof can be given (by an interpretation) in co", for any fixed r/< co, but not in a totally ordered set of a smaller order type.
Another main topic of this paper is the modularity of total termination. Surprisingly the tree structure of mixed terms that is essential in other modularity questions [173 does not play a role here. The essential problem is how to lift an interpretation in an ordinal to an interpretation in a greater ordinal without affecting monotonicity and compatibility. We did not succeed in proving modularity of total termination in full generality but found some interesting partial results.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present some standard terminology of TRS's. In Sect. 3 the framework of monotone algebras and the notion of total termination is introduced. In Sect. 4 we show that some techniques for proving termination of TRS's, like KBO and RPO, fall in the category of total termination. Surprisingly, we first need to extend the usual definition of RPO and then prove that this extended order fits in the framework of total termination. In Sect. 5 we present an equivalent characterization of total termination which is more syntactical oriented. On Theorem 13 we prove that total terminating systems are compatible with orders on ground terms, which are themselves total as well as well-founded and closed under contexts. In Sect. 6, we present some ordinal theory needed to comprehend the rest of the paper. In Sect. 7 the important multiset construction is introduced and given an ordinal characterization. In the same section we prove that existence of monotone functions, of arity greater than one, in a certain monotone algebra forces the algebra to have a multiset type. In Sect. 8 we present some closure properties for the class of ordinals associated with a totally terminating TRS. An important consequence of those closure properties is the modularity (under certain conditions) of total termination. Section 9 discusses the particular case of string rewriting systems and in section 10 we make some considerations about the minimal ordinal associated with a totally terminating TRS. We conclude with some remarks and open problems.
Except when explicitly noted, all the results presented apply to both finite and infinite signatures and TRS's.
Finally we remark that a shorter version of this paper appeared in [5] .
Some TRS's Terminology
Below we give some basic notions over TRS's. For more information the reader is referred to [-3] . Let Y be a signature, i.e., Y is a (non-empty) set of function symbols each with a fixed arity > 0, sometimes denoted by arityO. Intuitively a context is a term containing "holes" that can be filled with other terms. More formally, we add a special constant to Y, which we will call hole and denote by R. Contexts are simply terms over this extended signature containing one or more occurrences of/-3; they are usually denoted by C[F1 ..... V-I] or simply by C[D] for a one-hole context. In practice we abbreviate this to C[-.,..., .] and C [-] . Given a context C[,., ..... ] with n occurrences of D, and n terms t1 ..... t n, C[t~ .... ,t,] denotes the term obtained by substituting each hole by a term t i, 1 < i < n, from left to right.
A substitution a is a function from X to 3--(Y, f) identical to the identity except on a finite subset of X; such a function can be extended to an endomorphism over gT(y, 3f) in the usual way. Given a term t and a substitution a, ta denotes the application of o-to the term t.
A term rewriting system (TRS) is a tuple (Y, ~r, R), where R is a subset of Y-(Y, X) x Y-(~-, ~). The elements of R are called the rules of the TRS and are usually denoted by 1--* r, with l being the left-hand-side (lhs) of the rule and r the right-hand-side (rhs). They obey the restriction that l must be a non-variable and every variable in r must also occur in 1. In the following we identify the TRS with R, being Y the set of function symbols occurring in R. We will only specify Y or ~e if necessary.
A TRS R induces a reduction relation over F(Y, 5e), denoted by ~e, as follows: s ~R t iff S = C [,lo-] If a rewrite order > has the property l > r for every rule l -* r in a TRS R, we say that R and > are compatible. The motivation for this terminology stems from the following well-known proposition.
Theorem 1. A TRS is terminating if and only if it is compatible with a reduction order.
Remarks. Given a TRS R, a reduction order > is compatible with R if and only if --~R ~ >.
Some rules in TRS's have a special format and are important enough for us to name them separately. A collapsing rule is a rule in which the rhs is a variable. A duplicating rule is a rule in which for at least one variable the number of its occurrences in the rhs is greater than in the lhs.
Given a function symbol f with arity n _> 0, its embedding rules are n rules of the form f(x 1 ..... x,)~x i, with 1 _<i_< n, where x 1 ..... x, are pairwise different variables. We denote by gmb~ all embedding rules for all function symbols occurring in R.
An important subclass of TRS's are the so-called string rewriting systems (SRS's). They are characterized by having a signature consisting only of unary function symbols.
Given two TRS's (fft, SLrl, R1) and (ff2, f'2, R2) with fflV"~ff2=~, their disjoint union R~ | R 2 is the TRS (~a ~ Y2, Y'I w fz, R1 w R2).
Monotone Algebras and Total Termination
Let ~,~ be a signature. A well-founded monotone ~-algebra (A, >) is a structure consisting of a set A provided with a well-founded order > and algebra operations 
b,).
Let (A, >) be a well-founded monotone ~--algebra. Let A ~ = {a: Y" ~ A}. We define the interpretation function ~A: J-(ff, s x A ~r ~ A inductively by 
> It',
Intuitively t >at' means that for each interpretation of the variables in A the interpreted value of t is greater than that of t'. If we restrict ourselves to ground terms, it follows from the definition by an easy induction that the interpretation of the terms does not depend on the assignment of values to variables. In other words, if t~Y'(o ~) then for any o-, zeA ~, It, ~r~a = It, v~a. We denote this value by ~t~A, omitting the subscript when it is clear from context which algebra we refer to.
We say that a TRS and a non-empty well-founded monotone algebra (A, > ) are compatible if I > A r for every rule l--, r of the TRS. This terminology is motivated by the following proposition. 
I. If (A, >) is a (well-founded) monotone algebra compatible with R then > a is a rewrite (reduction) order over J-(Y, X). 2. A TRS is terminating if and only if it admits a compatible non-empty well-founded monotone algebra.
For the proof we refer to [20, 21] . The way of proving termination of a TRS is now as follows: choose a well-founded poset A, define for each function symbol a corresponding operation that is strictly monotone in all of its coordinates, and for which [~l, a~a > I r, a~a for all rewrite rules 1 --~ r and all a: X ~ A. Then according to the above proposition the TRS is terminating. A typical example is the system We can distinguish different kinds of termination based on the algebra and/or operations used on termination proofs. In this paper our main concern is total termination defined below.
Definition 3. A TRS is called totally terminating if it admits a compatible non-empty
well-founded monotone algebra in which the underlying order is total.
Remark. Totality of > (in the algebra) does not imply totality of > a, the induced relation on terms. For example if Y" contains at least two different elements x and y, we cannot have x >aY nor y >ax since depending on the assignment ~reA ~r, we will sometimes have Ix, a~A > IY, a~A and sometimes ~y, a~la >= IX, a~A.
Existing Techniques for Proving Termination
As remarked before, we can define different types of termination according to the properties of the algebras and/or operations used in the interpretations. As pres-ented in [20, 21] we can distinguish between polynomial termination (in which the carrier of the algebra is N, with the usual order, and the operations are polynomials) and co-termination (in which the carrier of the algebra is N and the operations can be any monotone functions~). Both these types of termination fall within total termination. Another interesting type of termination is simple termination. A TRS for which there is a compatible simplification order is called simply terminating. From Kruskal's theorem [2] , it follows that for finite signatures every simply terminating system is terminating. Since every totally terminating TRS allows such an order (in fact this follows from Lemma 14 presented later) we conclude that total termination implies simple termination, for finite signatures. For infinite signatures, compatibility with a simplification order does not ensure termination. If we define a TRS to be simply terminating if it is terminating and compatible with a simplification order, then again total termination implies simple termination. However if we define simple termination for infinite signatures along the lines of Kruskal's theorem, this is not true any more (see [18] ).
The converse does not hold, for example, termination of the system
is easily proved by a simplification order, but the system is not totally terminating since the interpretations of a and b have to be incomparable. However, most of the existing methods for proving termination of TRS's also prove total termination. By definition the methods of polynomial interpretations E14, 1] and elementary interpretations E15] are nothing else than our approach in which A is chosen to be the naturals and the operations have a particular shape. Hence a termination proof by these interpretations implies total termination. The same can be said for recursive path order and Knuth-Bendix order, both with status (abbreviated RPOS and KBOS respectively). In [8] , Hofbauer proved that for a finite TRS proved terminating by recursive path order with only multiset status, a proof of total termination can be given in the natural numbers with primitively recursive operations. In [6] we proved that orders like RPOS or KBOS, even in their most general form, actually prove total termination, i.e., if a TRS R is proven terminating by RPOS (or KBOS), then R is totally terminating. For the sake of completeness we include some of the results from E6] here.
The reverse is not true; the totally terminating system [5] 
cannot be proven terminating by RPOS or KBOS. We introduce some needed definitions; mainly conventions and notations of [2, 191 will be followed.
Given a poset (S, >) we consider two useful extensions of >, namely lexicographic extension (denoted by > lex) defined as usual over sequences of elements of S, and multiset extension (denoted by > ,nut) and defined over M(S), the finite multisets over S (see [4, 19] ).
Quasi-orders over a set S are transitive and reflexive relations over S. They will be denoted in general by ~. Any quasi-order defines an equivalence relation, namely _~ c~ _~, and a partial order, namely _~\~ (or vice-versa). We usually denote the equivalence relation by ~. Conversely, given a partial order ~ and an equivalence ~, their union does not always define a quasi-order (the transitive closure of their union does). However if >-and ~ satisfy (~n>-= 25) and (~o~o~)~ ~
where o represents composition, then ~ w ~ is a quasi-order, of which ~-is the strict part and ~ the equivalence part.
From now on if we characterize a quasi-order via ~-u ,-~, we assume that the conditions of(l) are satisfied. Also we take as partial order defined by a quasi-order _~ the relation ~-= _~ \ _--<.
Given a quasi-order ~_ over S, the quotient S/,~ consists of the equivalence classes of ~; such classes are denoted by (). We can extend ;> to S~ ~ in a natural way, namely (s) Z (t) iff s >-t. Since >-and ~ satisfy condition (1), the relation does not depend on the class representative and thus is well-defined. Furthermore Z is a partial order over S/~. When this extension is well-defined we abusively write ;>-instead of Z.
Given two quasi-orders _~ and ~' over the same set, we say that _~' extends ;>-iff~___~'and ~'.
For any quasi-order ~_, -~zex and ~-m,~ denote its lexicographic and multiset extensions, respectively, and are defined as follows ([] To each function symbol fe~-we associate a status ~(f). Status indicates how the arguments of the function symbol are to be taken. The essential property of a status is allowing an order to be lifted to another one, while preserving wellfoundedness. In [7] , we present a general definition of status. Here we consider two possible cases: 9 r(f) = mul; indicates that, for the purpose of ordering, the arguments of f are to be taken as a multiset. 9 r(f) = lex~, where n is a permutation of the set {1 .... , arity(f)}; indicates that, for the purpose of ordering, the arguments are to be taken as a lexicographic sequence following the order n(1), n(2) ..... n(arity(f)).
Given the set of function symbols ~, let > denote a quasi-order over Y usually called a quasi-precedence. A precedence is a partial order over ~-.
From now on we assume that a quasi-precedence over ~ is given as well as a status function z, under the following restriction: lexicographic and multiset status cannot be mixed, i. If in the above definition we substitute ~eo~ by syntactical equality, we obtain the version of >~vos that appears in [19] . This version, that we denote by >~o~, is not suitable to our purposes. We need to define a total well-founded monotone algebra (A, >) and a good candidate is (~-(~), >~os)-However for ground terms s, t, ifs -~ t and s ~ t, both s ~ ~o~ t and t ~ ~o~ s. So (J(~), > ~o~) is not total and it seems reasonable to take A = J(Y)/-~. But unfortunately the natural extension of > ~o~ to the congruence classes of J(@, .~)/-~ is not well-defined even for total precedences (condition (1) does not hold). This can be repaired by extending the definition of > ~o~ to > ~eos, namely replace equality by ~.
It can be seen by straightforward induction proofs that > rvo~ and ~ rvo~ have the following properties:
9 > rpo~ is a strict partial order and ~ ~po~ is an equivalence, both defined over J-(~, W). Furthermore > ~po~ and ,-~ ~po~ satisfy condition (1). 9 > ~po~ and ~ ~po~ are closed under contexts and substitutions and > ~vos has the subterm property, i.e.
, C[t] > ~eos t, for any term t and non-trivial context C[].
9 ~-~po is monotone with respect to quasi-precedences, i.e., if >, >' are quasiprecedences over ~ such that >' extends ~, then >~pos associated with _' extends > ~po~ associated with ~_. Consequently > ~po~ extends > 7pos, for any fixed quasi-precedence and status.
9 If > is total over ~ then > ~po~ is total over ~-(~)/~po~. 9 If all function symbols have lex status then > reo~ coincides with Kamin and L6vy's [10] lexicographic path order (that we denote by > ~po). If :> is total and is syntactical equality then, as a consequence of the previous remark, we have that > lpo is total over J(W).
We present an example of > ~eo~-Let ~ = {0, 1, f, g, h} such that h, g have arity 3, f has arity 1 and both 0 and 1 are constants. Consider the quasi-precedence ~_ given by: f ~ g, 1 ~> 0; finally let the status function z be given by: z(f) = mul = z(g) and r(h) = lex~, where 7c(1) = 3, ~(2) = 2, ~(3) = 1. Using the definition of > ~pos and the properties mentioned above, it is easy to check that
In order for > ~po~ to be useful for proving termination of term rewriting systems, the order has to be well-founded. Unfortunately, well-foundedness of ~_ alone is not sufficient to guarantee well-foundedness of > ~po~ (as defined in 6) as the following example shows. Let @ consist of two constants a E> b and function symbols fi, i > 1, such that fi has arity i, z(fi)= lexld and fi ~ fi, for any i, j. Then we have the following infinite descending chain
The problem stems from the fact that the set of lexicographic sequences of unbounded size is not well-founded. 5 Kamin and L6vy [10] proved that > zpo is wellfounded provided that equivalent function symbols have the same arity. In the following we prove that this restriction can be weakened. It is enough to require that for every equivalence class of function symbols with lexicographic status, there is a natural number bounding the arities of the function symbols in the class. That is
We can now state well-foundedness of > ~pos-From [6] we recall:
Let c> be a quasi-precedence over J; and z a status function such that conditions (2) and (3) 
are satisfied. Then > ~vo~ is well-founded on Y-(~, YO iff >_ is well-founded over ~.
The proof of this theorem can be found in [6] . Since it is not relevant for our purposes, we do not give it here. It is however interesting to remark that the traditional way of proving well-foundedness for earlier verions of > rpo~, namely via Kruskal's theorem, cannot be applied here in a straightforward way. That is so because in our extended definition, > ~po~ no longer contains the embedding relation. In the example above we have fz(b, a) > e,,b fl(a), where > e,,b denotes the embedding relation. However f2(b, a) ~ ~po~ fl(a) 9 A way of dealing with orders for which Kruskal's theorem is not applicable is given in [-7] . Well-foundedness of >,po~ can be derived from results presented there.
The following TRS's R 1 and R 2
can be proven terminating using > ~po~ (and thus are totally terminating): take a quasi-precedence ~ and status function r satisfying 1 t> 0, f ~ 9, v(f) = z(g) = lexia, for RI, and a > 9, a ~> c, a ~ b and z(f) = mul, for R 2. Earlier versions or > ,po~ fail to prove termination of these TRS's: for example, for R1 we cannot choose f c> g nor g > f nor incomparability of f and g, and if f ~ 9, the status of these symbols cannot be the multiset status.
Theorem 8. Given a TRS R, suppose c> is a well-founded quasi-precedence over and z is a status function such that conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied. Ifl > ~po~ r for every rule l ~ reR then R is totally terminating.
Proof. We give a sketch of the proof. In order to establish total termination of R we need to define a total well-founded monotone algebra. For that we choose
Y(2~I ~
where ~ is the congruence associated with > rpos. If ~ does not J/ rpo~i~ rpos contain any constant, we introduce one to force Y(~) to be non-empty. With respect to the quasi-precedence ~_, the relative order of this new element is irrelevant and does not influence the behaviour of > rpos. We first extend ~_ to a total wellfounded quasi-precedence ~_ t such that the equivalence part remains the same, i.e., such that ~ t = ~. This is done in the "usual" way: using Zorn's Lemma we extend the well-founded partial order E> 6 over ~/~ to a total well-founded partial order >t over Y/~. Then >t and ~ are compatible and ~t (with ~t= ~) is total and well-founded over Y, where as expected c>t is defined as V f,
g~: fE>tg<:~(f)>t(g).
The reason why we require that ,,t= ~ is to avoid problems with the status of equivalent symbols, i.e., to guarantee that conditions (2) and (3) Knuth-Bendix order has properties similar to >rpos (see [19] ), namely it is a partial order closed under substitutions and contexts and monotone with respect to quasi-precedences.
The order > kbos can be used to define a congruence ~ It can be seen that ~ kbo~ is indeed a congruence, i.e., a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation, closed under contexts. Further ~kbo~ is also closed under substitutions and it is not difficult to see that > kbo~ and ~ kbo~ are compatible, so we can extend > kbos to J(~, X)/~ kbo~ in the usual way. As with > ~vos, given a total quasi-precedence over Y, > kbos is total over Y-(Y)/~ kbo~" AS for well-foundedness we have
Theorem 10. Let E> be a well-founded quasi-precedence over ~ and z a status function such that condition (2) is satisfied. Then > kbo~ is well-founded over J-(o ~, 5~).
This theorem can be proven in a way similar to Theorem 7. Notice that condition (3) is not necessary since the use of the weight function ensures that the lexicographic extension is well-founded.
Theorem 11. Given a TRS R, suppose E> is a well-founded quasi-precedence over 2 and z is a status function such that condition (2) is satisfied. Let (~ be a weiqht function. If I > kbo~ r for every rule 1 ~ r~R then R is totally terminating.
Proof. (Sketch) We proceed in a manner similar as for > ~vo~. Namely we extend the well-founded quasi-precedence _~ to a total one whose underlying equivalence is the same, and take >kbo~ over this total well-founded quasi-precedence. As total well-founded monotone algebra we choose Y--(~-)/~ kbo~ 7 and interpret the function symbols of W in the same way. It is not difficult to see that all requirements of total termination are met. []
Characterizing Total Termination
It is also of interest to consider under what conditions is a TRS not totally terminating. We define the truncation closure TC(R) of a TRS R to be the TRS consisting of all rules t ~ t' for which there is a context C such that
. It is not difficult to see that R is totally terminating if and only if TC(R w grnb~) is totally terminating, where cYmb~ consists of all embedding rules for R. Further, ifR is totally terminating then TC(Rugmbs~) is terminating. As a consequence if TC(R~ gmb~) allows an infinite reduction, R is not totally terminating. This is a useful tool for proving that a TRS is not totally terminating. Unfortunately this 7 If o ~ is empty, we add a dummy constant to it and assign weight ~b o to that constant. characterization is not complete, as we had conjectured in [5] . As Uwe Waldmann pointed to us, termination of TC(R ~ Smb~) does not imply total termination of R. The following TRS is a counter-example.
Clearly the elements a and b have to be incomparable, so the system cannot be totally terminating. The system R ~ gmb~ is terminating; we can use the algebra A = N x ({0, 1} x N) with the order otherwise
With some work it can be checked that the interpretation is well-defined and that for each rule l --, r~ R u gmb~ we have l > A r.
Furthermore ~ TC(R~emb~) + -----+R~e,,b~'+ It can be seen by induction on the context that

C[s] ~ + +
+ ' for any rule t~t'~TC(Rwgmb~), and therefore consequently t ~ R,~emb~ t
The other inclusion is always satisfied. Still total termination can be characterized by orders on terms as we see below. First we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 12. (~, Y', R) is totally terminating if and only if (~, ~ u { A_ }, Y(, R) is totally terminating, where A_ is a constant not occurring in 2.
Proof. For the if part, since (~ u { _1_ }, Y', R) is totally terminating there is a total monotone algebra compatible with (~ u { _1_ }, Y', R). The same algebra is obviously compatible with R.
For the only-if part, we take a total monotone algebra compatible with R and define the interpretation of _1_ to be an arbitrary element of the algebra. The interpretations of the other symbols do not change. It follows that this algebra is compatible with (~ ~ { _1_ }, Y', R), proving its total termination. [] Proof, First note that, by Lemma 12, it is sufficient to consider the total termination of (~', ~, R), so from now when we talk about total termination of R it is the set of function symbols ~' we have in mind.
Consider the if part. Since > is total and well-founded on J(Y'), we can make (Y-(~'), > ) a well-founded total monotone algebra by interpreting each function symbol in ~' by itself. From the properties of > follows that R is compatible with this interpretation, yielding the total termination of R.
For the only-if part, consider the set of function symbols ~-'. By Zermelo's Theorem (see [12] ) there is a total, well-founded order on Y'. Let >-be such an order. Define a status function ~ as z(f) = lexxe, for all f e~-', that is arguments are taken as a lexicographic sequence from left to right. Consider the order >,po~ associated with this precedence and status function. From section 4 we know that > ,,pos is a well-founded order over Y(Y') and that in this case >,vos is also total over Y(J') (see remarks after Definition 6).
Since R is totally terminating, we know that R is compatible with a (non-empty) monotone algebra, (A, >), with > total and well-founded. Again let ~t~ be the interpretation in A of a ground term t.
In Y-(~') we define the order I by Irreflexivity and transitivity of ~ follows from irreflexivity and transitivity of both > and > ~po~. Given any two ground terms s, t then either [[s~ > ~t~ or ~t~ > [s~ or ~t~ = ~s~, since > is total. In the first two cases we conclude s Z t or t -1 s respectively. In the last case, since >,po~ is total we know that either s >,po~ t or t > ~pos s or s = t, hence the order Z is total. For the well-foundedness of -N, suppose there is an infinite descending chain 
Tools from Ordinal Theory
A main topic of this paper is the investigation of useful total orders for total termination. The main tool is the arithmetic of ordinals, i.e., of total well-founded orders modulo order-isomorphism. We say that a proof of total termination is in an ordinal e if the underlying order of the monotone algebra has order type ~. Since in this algebra we allow all possible monotone functions this does not mean that the proof can be given in c~ in the proof-theoretical sense. For example, the term rewriting system describing the Ackermann function can be proven terminating by a monotone algebra whose underlying order corresponds to the natural numbers, so in our sense its termination proof is in co. Another approach connecting termination orders and ordinals is given in [16] .
In this section we summarize notions and results from ordinal arithmetic we need. For many of the proofs we refer to [-12] .
A total well-founded order is called a well-order. In a well-order every non-empty subset has a minimal element. A simple but useful lemma is the following. An ordinal is an equivalence class and it is convenient to describe it by a canonical representative of this class. If d = (A,)~) has type e, it can be seen that ~r is similar to the set {fl~Ordlfl<~}. We choose this set to be the canonical representative. As a consequence we have: fl < co~.fi~a<:~fi ~ c~. We shall freely switch between the class and the canonical representative. Sometimes we will also use the notation > ~ to emphasize that we are comparing elements of c~.
Below some basic properties of Ord are listed.
I. < well-orders the class Ord, that is:
-< is a total order in Ord.
Every non-empty class B ~= Ord has a minimal element in B.
-For every c~Ord, {~Ordl ~ < ~} is a set.
II. For every set of ordinals U there is an ordinal ~ such that e = sup(U) = V U. (If U = {f(~)lp(4)}, for any predicate p, we sometimes use the notation V f(~).) p(~)
III. W(~) = {~[~ < ~} is well-ordered and has type a.
The second condition in I above implies the validity of the principle of transfinite induction that we will use in some proofs.
Theorem 17. (Principle of Transfinite Induction) Let ~r be a class well-ordered by > and F a propositional function such that
Vx ~ ~r (Vy < x: F(y)) ~ F(x) Then Vx~r F(x).
The ordinal 0 is defined to be the minimal element of Ord; it is the type of the empty set. For every ordinal ~, its successor ~' is defined by ~' = min{a]~ < ~}. We use the notation 0' = 1, 1' = 2, and so forth. We will sometimes denote the successor ordinal by 4 + 1. Clearly ~ < ~' and there is no ordinal ~ such that 4 < a < 4'.
An ordinal 4 is defined to be a limit ordinal if
The first condition states that a limit ordinal is non-empty, and the second condition says that it has no maximal element. An ordinal 4
is a limit ordinal if and only if (e < ~) ~ (~' < 4), if and only if ~ = V e. The class of limit ordinals is denoted by Lira.
The ordinal co is defined to be the minimum of Lira; it is the type of the natural numbers. Every ordinal is either 0, a successor ordinal or a limit ordinal. These three kinds often appear in inductive proofs and definitions.
The operations of addition, multiplication and exponentiation are inductively defined in Ord as follows: The unique ordinal 6 of the previous lemma is usually written/~ -c~ and we speak about subtraction of ordinals. It is not difficult to see that subtraction is weakly anti-monotone, i.e., if/~ < 6 < c~ then (c~ -6) < (c~ -/~).
Lemma 22. If ~ < ~ then (~ + 6) -~ = (c~ -~) + 6.
Proof. First we remark that the difference e -~ is well-defined given that z < ~. Given an ordinal ~ we can determine its unique normal form c~. This unique normal form is the expansion ofc~ with base co, that is c~ = con,.p~ + ... + con~.p~, with t/a > t/2 > ..-> r/k , 0 < PC < CO, for 1 --i < k and co > k > 1. Using this normal form we can define natural addition, denoted by | Given ordinals x, y, 2 @ y is performed by adding the expansion of both x and y as polynomials in co (well-defined since ordinal addition is commutative for ordinals smaller than co). Natural addition is commutative, associative and strictly increasing in each argument. Furthermore ordinals of the form co~, for 7 > 0, are principal ordinals for addition, and therefore closed for natural addition. Similarly we can define natural multiplication (for details see [12] ).
Proof. Fix a~c~. Define g(x) = f(a + x) -f(a), for any xe(c~ -a). Since f is monotone, g is well-defined and is a function from c~ -a to ~ -f(a). Furthermore g is also monotone. From Lemma 14 we conclude that f(a+x)-f(a)=g(x)>x
Multisets and Binary Functions
We give a constructive description of ordinal exponentiation. Let
Exp(e, t/) = {o-: r/~ c~ I {y~t/I a(y) ~ 0} is finite}, for any c~, tleOrd. Note that if t/is zero, then Exp(c~, t/) contains only one element, namely the empty function. Ire = 0 and t/~0 then Exp(e, t/) contains no elements. In Exp(c~, t/) we define the relation >-by
for any o-, a'sExp(~, r/). One easily verifies that >-is a total order.
Theorem 28. Let c~, tlsOrd. Then (Exp(c~, t/), b) is order-isomorphic to ordinal exponentiation c&
We present only a sketch of the proof. If ~ = 0 or t/= 0, the result can easily be derived from the definitions of Exp(~, i/) and ordinal exponentiation. Suppose then that ~, t/> 1. Any xec~" admits a unique finite decomposition in base c~ (see [12] ), i.e., we can write x = ~,1.71 + "" + C~"~.Yk, with 1 < k < co, t/> r/1 > ... > t/k and ~ > 7~, for 1 _< i -< k. Further it is not difficult to see that given two elements x, y and their respective decompositions x = ~"1.71 + .-. + en~.7 k, y = cdl.61 + "" + ~-'6,, with l<__k, m<co, t/>th>...>r/k, r/>zl>'">Zm and c~>y~, 6~, for l<_i<_k and 1 __< j __< m, then the following fact holds x > y~=~31 _< i < min {k, m}: (V 1 <j < i: c~"~.yj = cd~.6j) and (t h > z i or (t h = z~ and 7~ > zi))
Given such decompositions, the function 0: ~" ~ Exp(~, t/) is defined as
Vx~,V~Etl:c~(x)(~)=f7 i if ~=t h, where l<_i<_k l0 otherwise
It is not difficult to see that q5 is an order-isomorphism. Due to the uniqueness and finiteness of the decomposition, the function ~b is well-defined. Using the fact stated above and the definition of >-in Exp(~, r/), it is not difficult to derive that ~b is monotonic. For its surjectivity, let aeExp(a, t/) and define D = {Xetlla(x) v ~ 0}. D is finite and enumerating its elements in decreasing order we obtain a sequence t h > ..-> t/k. Let x = ~"~.a(th) + ... + cd~.a(r/k). Since t/> r h > .-. > t/k and c~ > a(rh), for all 1 _< i _< k, xec~", and by definition of ~b, 4(x) = a, proving its surjectivity. The result now follows from Lemma 15.
Remarks. If e--co the definition of Exp(c~, t/) coincides with that of the set M(t/) of finite multisets over i/, together with its multiset order as described in [4] . So the order type of M(t/) is co". In the sequelwe shall freely switch between M(t/) and co". For example, considering multisets in M(r/) as functions from t/ to co multiset union is pointwise addition. This corresponds exactly to natural addition of ordinals below co". We shall prove that the existence of a monotone operation of arity greater than one in some ordinal implies that the ordinal has the form co". As a consequence, for a TRS containing function symbols of arity > 1 the only monotone algebras of interest are those whose underlying order is a multiset order. First we introduce some notation and some lemmas. Let x denote cartesian product. We have:
Lemma 29. Let , % be an ordinal for which functions from 2 x ... x , % to 2, with more than one argument and monotone in all aryuments, do exist. Then , % satisfies: Vc~ < 2: c~ < 2-cc Proof. Suppose the conclusion does not hold, i.e., there is an ordinal c~ < 2 such that ,%-e < cc Let f: 2 x-.-2 ~2 be a function with more than one argument and monotone in all arguments. Without loss of generality we can suppose that f has two arguments (if not by fixing all arguments except two, such a function would be obtained). Define ~0:2 --, 2 by ~0(x) = f(x, c~) -~. We have to see that (p is well-defined. If we fix the first argument off to 0, the minimal element of 2, we have, since f(0, x) is strictly monotone and by lemma 14, that f(0, e) > c~. So f(x, ~) > c~ for any x, hence q~ is well-defined. Actually q0 is a function from , % to ,%-c~. If x>y then + ~o(x) = f(x, c~) > f(y, e) = ~ + q)(y). Due to the left-cancellation law, we conclude that (p is strictly monotone. By Lemma 25 we conclude that 2 < ,%-cc Since c~ < 2 < 2 -c~ < ~, we get a contradiction. [] Lemma 30. For , % # O, , % = 0o 7 for some 7~,Vc~ < ,%: 2 -~ > c~.
Proof. We prove that (W,/~ < ,%: e +/~ < ,%) if and only if (Ve < ,%: , % -e > ~); then the result follows from Lemma 20.
For the only-if part, let c~ < ,%. We always have 2 -e < ,%. If2 -e < 2, by hypothesis we get c~ + (2 -c~) < 2, a contradiction. Therefore , % -c~ = ,%, so , % -e > e.
For the if part, take c~,/3 < 2. The hypothesis implies e < 2 -e and/~ < , % -/~. We may suppose without loss of generality, that/~ < cc Then ~ +/~ < c~ + c~ < ~ + (2-~) =,% []
Theorem 31. Let ~ = (A, >) be a well-ordered set such that A # ~. Then sJ is order-isomorphic to M(N), for some well-ordered set ~, if and only if there is a function from A x ... x A to A with more than one argument, monotone in all arguments.
Proof. Assume s~' is order-isomorphic to M(~), for some well-ordered set ~. The multiset union from M(~) x ... x M(~) to M(~) is monotone in all arguments. The isomorphism gives us a similar function in ~.
On the other hand assume there is a function that is monotone in several arguments. According to lemma 29 and 30 the order type of ~4 is co s, so sO' is orderisomorphic to M(7). [] Stated in different words, the previous result says that if we have a TRS R containing at least a function symbol of arity n > 2 and totally terminating in an algebra sJ, then s~' has type co s, for some 7 > 0.
Extension to Higher Ordinals and Modularity
In this section we look at modularity of total termination (for finite and infinite signatures). If two TRS's are totally terminating, what can be said about their disjoint union? From [-13 ] it follows that the disjoint union is simply terminating in the case of finite signatures, but is it also totally terminating? This is not clear if the proofs of total termination are given in distinct ordinals. That leads to the question of whether a total termination proof in some ordinal can be lifted to a similar proof in another ordinal.
Definition 32. For a TRS R we define U(R) to be the class of ordinals in which a proof of total termination of R can be given. The minimum of U(R) is denoted by u R.
By definition U(R) is non-empty for every totally terminating TRS R. For example, if R consists of one rule involving two different constants then U(R)
is the class of all ordinals > 1. Note that the disjoint union R 1 | R 2 of two TRS's R 1 and R 2 is totally terminating if and only if U(R 1 G R2) = U(RI) c~ U(R2) r ~.
The next theorems state some basic properties of U(R).
Theorem 33. Let ~ U(R) and let fl be an arbitrary non-zero ordinal. Suppose that either all function symbols in R have arity < 1 or that fi = co ~ for some ordinal 7. Then fl.a ~ U(R).
Proof. Remember that fl.~ is the lexicographic product with weight on .. Its elements will be denoted by pairs (b, a), with a~. and b~fl. Since ~ U(R), we have an interpretation f~ of every function symbol f of R in., strictly monotone in each argument, such that for every rule I ~ r in R and every assignment 7: X ~ ~, we have El, 7~. > ~Ir, (]~. For every function symbol f we introduce an interpretation f~ in fi:
for constants e we choose c 0 = 0 and for unary f we choose f0 to be the identity on ft.
If there are symbols of arity > 1 we assumed fl to be the finite multisets over 7, in this case we define f~ to be the multiset union of all of its arguments. For every f define Proof. Again f~ will denote the interpretation of the function symbols f of R in a.
In this proof we identify co" with the finite non-empty multisets over c~ instead of all finite multisets. In terms of ordinals this does not make any difference since for e > 1, co ~ -1 = co% Write [a] for the multiset containing only one element a and ~) for multiset union. Multiset union indexed over finite multisets is defined as follows:
for any function ~O: ~ ~ M(~).
For constants c and function symbols f or arity n > 1, we define:
9 f~(X~ ..... X,)= U " U EfjxD...,x,)].
xI~X1 xn~Xn
It can be verified that fo~o is strictly monotone in each argument for all functions symbols f; for functions with arity > 1 the non-emptiness restriction is essential.
Let l -~ r be an arbitrary rewrite rule and let z: X ~ co~. We still have to prove that F-l, z~o~ >~o~ ~r,z~. For any such z, we define an assignment O-max: X->c~ by ~max(x) = max(z(x)) (recall that for any xeX, 7(x) v~ ~). Using the definition of fo~, it can be easily proven by induction that, for any term t, max( F-t, z~) = It, O-ma~ ~. For all a~F-r, 7~ we have
Consequently we obtain El, 7~o~ >o,~r, r~o,. We have proven that R is totally terminating in co ~, so co~ U
(R). []
Now we are ready to prove modularity of total termination under certain conditions.
Theorem 36. Let R~ and R 2 be totally terminating TRS's, at least one of which does not contain duplicating rules. Then R t | R z is totally terminating.
Proof. Let e and/~ be ordinals in which the proofs of total termination of R~ and R 2 can respectively be given. By Theorem 35 we may, and shall, assume that e = co7 and fi = co", for some 7, q > 1. Suppose that R i has no duplicating rules (the other case is symmetric). Identify/3 = co" with finite multisets over t/and define interpretations in fl for the functions symbols of R~ in the following way: For a term t let X t be the multiset of variables occurring in t. For any z: X --+ fi we obtain F-t, ~ = Y 7(x); here the multiset union over an empty index is defined to be Note that the inequality is not strict in general. Now in c~.fl (the lexicographic product with weight on fl) we define for any n-ary function symbol f of Ri, n > O: ( (a,, b,) ..... (a,, b,) ) = (f ~(al ..... a,), f ~(b 1 ..... b,) ), where f~ comes from the total termination proof of R~ in c~. Since f~ and f~ are strictly monotone in all coordinates, the same holds for f~.~.
Let l~r be a rule in R 1 and let z:X~e.fl. Applying Lemma 34 and using El, zc2o z~a _-> ~r, ~2 o z~a and El, gl ~ T~ > Er, gl ~ ~'~, we conclude that
So we have a proof of total termination of R~ in e.]~, hence c~.]?e U(R~). On the other hand, since e = cot, we can apply Theorem 33 to conclude that e.fleU(R2). Hence ~./~e U(R~)c~ U(R2), so R~ @ R 2 is totally terminating. [] A trivial consequence of Theorem 36 is the modularity of total termination for string rewriting systems, since by definition they cannot have duplicating rules.
Note that if both R~ and R 2 contain duplicating rules, there are particular cases in which we can prove the union is totally terminating, s For example, let R 1 and R e be totally terminating in c~,/?, respectively, and assume there are ordinals 7, 3 such that 7 + co = c5 + co = A, for finite exponentiations on both right summands. Then it easily follows from Theorem 33 and Theorem 35 that coAe U(R~ @ R2) , SO R 1 @ R 2 is totally terminating. Also if there are ordinals ~, ~ such that ~.e = ~./?, total termination of R 1 @R 2 can be proven. This last case is more interesting from a practical point of view. For example, since ordinal addition is commutative for ordinals smaller than co, we have that total termination is modular for TRS's for which a termination proof can be given in ordinals smaller than coo.
However, not all e,/~ satisfy these properties; for example e = co2 and ]~ = co~ The problem boils down to extending functions (of any arity) defined on a certain ordinal, to a given higher one, in such a way that the requirements of total termination are met. That is, in the new ordinal the functions are strictly monotone in all coordinates and for every rule the interpretation of the left-hand-side is greater than that of the right-hand-side.
String Rewriting Systems
In the previous sections we saw that when trying to prove total termination of TRS's containing at least a function symbol of arity n > 2, only ordinals of the form co" were relevant. In this section, we discuss whether the same holds for string rewriting systems (SRS's) i.e., rewriting systems containing only unary function symbols. First we need a lemma. Proof. Existence and uniqueness oftl satisfying co" < c~ < co "+ 1 = co,.co is guaranteed by Lemma 26. Ife = co", we are done. Suppose now that e > co". Again by Lemma 26 we can write c~ = co".? + b, where the uniquely determined ordinals 7, b satisfy 1 <7 <co, 0<~ <co".
We suppose f(co") N co" and will derive a contradiction. That means there is an element beco" such that f(b) >= co". Since co" is principal additive and b < co", we can conclude that b + co".n = co", for any ordinal 1 __< n < co.
Recall that c~ = con.7 + 3. We consider two cases, namely b = 0 and b > 0. If b = 0 then e = co".7 and 1 < 7 < co. Since b + co".(7 -1) = co".(7 -1) < c~ we can apply f to s The obvious case is when the proof of termination is given in the same ordinal for both TRS's. Then c~ = 03".,/+ 6 > 6o". 7 + 03", and by left-cancellation we get 6 > 03", which is a contradiction. [] Remember that for a totally terminating TRS R the ordinal u R is defined to be the minimal ordinal in which the total termination proof can be given.
Theorem 38. Let R be a totally terminating SRS. Then u R = co" for some tl > 1.
Proof. From Lemma 37 we obtain a unique ordinal r/such that 09" < u R < co" + 1 and f(03") ~ 03" for all function symbols f. By restricting f: uR ~ uR to 03" for all function symbols f, we see that we also have a proof of total termination of R in 03" since Et, ~,o,~03" for any ~: X ~ co" (as can be seen by induction on terms), so 03"~ U(R). Since u R is the minimum of U(R) and 03" < uR we obtain u R = 03". [] Note that this result is essentially weaker tlaan Theorem 31 for the case of arity > 1. The fact that u R = 03" does not imply that every ordinal in U(R) is of that shape.
For example, every proof of total termination of a SRS in co is easily extended to a similar proof in co + co, which is not of the required shape. We can nevertheless impose some restrictions on U(R) as we see below.
Lemma 39. Let R be a totally terminating SRS. Then U(R) ~= Lim.
Proof. Since we only use non-empty monotone algebras, we have that 0r Let e + 1 be a successor ordinal and suppose that c~ + 1 e U(R). It can be seen, by induction on the context and using Lemma 14,  g(x) )) is g(f(f(x))). Clearly there is a bijective correspondence between reductions in the original system and reductions in the reversed system. As a consequence, a SRS is terminating if and only if the reversed system is terminating. However, a similar observation does not hold for total termination. For example, the system
is not totally terminating since f(a) and g(a) are incomparable for any a in any corresponding monotone algebra. On the other hand, the reversed system
is totally terminating in the natural numbers being a possible interpretation f(x) = 4x + 2, g(x) = 4x + 1, for x even, and f(x) = 4x, g(x) = 4x + 3, for x odd. Further, if for a totally terminating system the reversed system is totally terminating too, the corresponding ordinal may change. An example is f(g(x))~ g(f(f(x))); in the next section we shall see that the minimal ordinal of this totally terminating system is o92, while termination of the reversed system g(f(x))~f(f(g(x))) can be proved in the natural numbers by choosing f(x) = x + 1, g(x) = 3x.
We conclude this section with some remarks about TRS's that also contain constants, and no function symbols of arity > 1. In all other cases we know, from Theorems 31 and 38, that total termination implies that u R = co" for some ~/> 0. However, if there are constants then the proof of Theorem 38 no longer holds since the interpretation of the constants may be too great. The simplest example is the TRS R consisting of the rule a--,b, where a and b are constants. It is totally terminating and Ug = 2. If we allow infinitely many constants and rewrite rules then for any ordinal e a TRS R can be given with u R = ~.
The infinite TRS R consisting of the rules c ~ fi(d), for each i < co, and the rule f(x) ~ x, satisfies u R = co + co. An interpretation in co + co is given by d = 0, c = co and f(x) = x + 1. It can not be done in a smaller ordinal since the interpretation ofc has to be at least co. In a similar way for every ordinal c~ < coo an infinite TRS R with finitely many unary symbols and constants can be constructed satisfying u R = c~.
We conjecture that for any finite totally terminating TRS R without function symbols of arity > 1 and containing at least one rule of the form
, for some contexts C, D, the ordinal UR is of the form co".
However, even ifu R is not of the form co", by Theorem 35 we need only consider those ordinals for proving total termination.
Minimal Ordinals
As we have seen previously, when trying to establish total termination of (finite or infinite) SRS's or TRS's containing symbols of arity > 1, we only need to consider algebras with type co" for some t/> 0. Furthermore the minimal ordinal u R associated with any totally terminating SRS or TRS with function symbols of arity > 2 is always of the form co ~, for some ordinal cc This has interesting consequences if the ordinals considered are below %. As usual e o is defined to be the minimal e-ordinal, i.e., the minimal ordinal ~ satisfying c~ = co ~. It can also be defined as lira, < ~, 7, where 70= 1 and ~,+1 =co~; finally it is the only ordinal satisfying c~<2~c~<co~<2. Proof. For ~/= 1, the string rewriting system f(x) ~ x satisfies the requirements by interpreting f as the successor function in CO.
For 1 < r/< co, let R, consist of the r/-1 rules
for i = 1 .... , t/--1. We will show that uR, = con for any q; for t/= 2 this was already shown in [20] (report version).
For the TRS R defined by we shall prove that u R = coo,.
According to theorem 38 the only ordinals of interest are of the shape co s , for some ordinal e. In the following we will prove that UR, > CO n, for 1 < t 1 < co, and finally we establish UR, < CO" by giving an interpretation in co" that satisfies all the requirements of total termination. Proving that UR, > co" requires some work; we first have to introduce some auxiliary lemmas and definitions.
To simplify the treatment we will use the same representation for a function symbol in a TRS and for the corresponding interpretation function in an ordinal.
Lemma 41. Let R be a TRS totally terminating in an ordinal c~ and containing a rule of the form
Proof. By induction on k. If k = 1, for any aec~, we have (F(a) ) using Lemma 14 we conclude that G(a)> F(a), as we wanted.
Assume that G(a) > U(a) for some I > 1 and for all a~. Then
F(G(a)) > (by total termination) G(F(F(a))) > (by induction hypothesis)
FI(F(F(a))) = F(F '+ l(a))
Again by Lemma 14,  for i = 1,..., t/, where x n + 1 is defined to be 1 and where (Xl,..., x,) is an element of the right-to-left lexicographic product con. 11 With this interpretation, we can easily see that all the requirements of total termination are fulfilled. For the ordinal co ~ we consider the TRS R
We shall prove UR = CO~; first we show that we cannot prove total termination of R in co", for any 1 < n < co. Suppose we can, then there are strictly monotone functions f, g, h: co" ~co" satisfying, for all x~co ~,
Let O() be defined as before. To prove u R = co ~ we still need to present an interpretation in co~ Identify co with natural numbers, including 0. Recall from Theorem 28 that we can identify an element Xeco ~ with a certain function X:co--,co; we therefore denote such an element by the sequence (Po,-.., Pk) where: 9 X(i) = Pi, if 0 _< i < k. 9 X(k) r 0 and X(i) = 0 for i > k.
Let d be co ~ restricted to the part for which k > 1 in this notation. This means that we skip the first co elements of co'~; since co ~ -co = co ~ this does not affect the ordinal. We now define f, g, h With some easy calculations, it can be shown that the functions are indeed strictly monotonic and that for both rules the interpretation of the left-hand-side is greater than the interpretation of the right-hand-side. This concludes the proof of Theorem 40. [] We end this section with an example based on the battle of Hercules and the Hydra (see [11] ; another version of this game appears in [3] ). For this system we conjecture u R = 8 o.
The Hydra is represented as a finite tree. We code the tree usinga binary symbol c: a tree consisting of a root and descendants t~,...,t k is represented as C (tl, c(t2,..., C(tk-1, tk)'") ), that is c(D, S) represents a node whose descendants are coded in the subtree D and whose siblings are coded in subtree S. Leaves are represented by the constant nit.
On each stage, a leaf node is selected and deleted. Afterwards, k > 0 copies of the subtree containing the now missing leaf, are added to the second ancestor of the selected leaf. The number of copies is chosen randomly. The game can be represented as the infinite TRS H: for each i > 0
Termination of the system above can not be proven by recursive path order with status. This remains true even if we allow the precedence to be a quasi-order. To see why note that in the third rule (counting from top to bottom) in order to have copy(s(k), x, y) > ~pos copy (k, x , c(x, y) ), the status of copy has to be lexicographic with permutation ~ which satisfies ~(1) = 1 or satisfies ~(1) = 2 and re(2) = 1, and the precedence ~> has to satisfy copy ~> c. But then, the > rpos thus obtained is incompatible with the second rule.
The Knuth-Bendix order will not yield a termination proof either since it can only be applied to non-duplicating systems (i.e., systems where for every rule, the number of occurrences of a variable on the right-hand-side is never bigger than the number of occurrences of the same variable in the left-hand-side) and the third rule is Here elements of e o are identified with ordinals < %; the operation 9 represents natural addition. Well-definedness of these functions follows from standard properties of e o. Since natural addition in associative, commutative and strictly monotone in both coordinates, it is not difficult to see that the functions above are strictly monotone in each coordinate. Further it is easy to check that the interpretations of all left-hand-sides are strictly greater than the interpretation of the corresponding right-hand-sides. We show it here only for the second rule. For any assignment ~: ~r ~ eo ' we have So u~ < %. It can be proven that if f: c~ x c~ --> e is strictly increasing in each argument then f(x, y) > max{x + y, y + x}, for any x, yee. Using this fact and rules 2, 3 and 4, it can be seen that for any substitution z, the lhs of rule 2 (12) has to fulfil ~_12, z~,~ > z(x) + .--+ z(x), where z(x) can appear any finite number of times. Consequently {12, z~,, _-> v(x). V i = ,(x).co. So ~12, "C~u M g COn, + 1, where z(x) has as Cantor i <o) normal form co"*pj + -.. + co"~ With this last inequality it is not difficult to derive u~ > co ~'. Consequently co ~ < u u < e0 and we conjecture that u H = ~o.
Conclusions
Proving termination of term rewriting systems by interpretation is not easy. We focussed on interpretations in monotone algebras in which the underlying order is total. This gives rise to the concept of total termination. It turns out that total termination covers many techniques used in practice to prove termination, including (a most general form of) recursive path order. We have shown that the existence of a function symbol of arity greater than one implies that the underlying order has type co", i.e., is equivalent to finite multisets over some well-order. Furthermore, for any TRS R, the class of total orders in which R can be shown to be totally terminating, is closed under multiset construction and lexicographic product. However, it is not clear how to extend a total termination proof in a particular well-order to well-orders that can not be finitely obtained from the original one by these constructions. This problem is closely connected to modularity of total termination, on which we obtained some interesting partial results.
We found examples of TRS's showing that proofs of total termination cannot always be given in well-orders of type smaller than co ~ Most of our techniques are based upon ordinal arithmetic; ordinal arithmetic appears to be a strong and useful tool for proving termination of TRS's.
